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                           STATE OF FLORIDA
                  DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS

LEROY BATTLES, JR.,               )
                                  )
          Petitioner,             )
                                  )
vs.                               )     CASE NO.  91-4387
                                  )
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS,        )
                                  )
          Respondent.             )
__________________________________)

                          RECOMMENDED ORDER

     Upon due notice, this cause came on for formal hearing on October 23, 1991,
and November 1, 1991, in Gainesville, Florida, before Ella Jane P. Davis, a
duly-assigned hearing officer of the Division of Administrative Hearings.

                              APPEARANCES

     For Petitioner:  Robert L. McLeod, Esquire
                      200 Reid Street
                      Palatka, Florida 32177

     For Respondent:  Lynne T. Winston, Esquire
                      Assistant General Counsel
                      2601 Blair Stone Road
                      Tallahassee, Florida 32399-2500

                        STATEMENT OF THE ISSUE

     Whether or not Respondent has been guilty of an unlawful employment
practice to wit:  failure to promote and retaliation on the basis of race and
for filing a grievance in violation of the Human Rights Act of 1977, pursuant to
Section 760.10 F.S. [1989].

                         PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

     At formal hearing, Petitioner presented the oral testimony of Jacqueline
Johns and testified on his own behalf. He had 6 exhibits admitted in evidence.
Respondent presented the oral testimony of Jacqueline Johns, Francis Olney
Hawkins, Harold Gregory Drake, Mark S. Nelson, and Juanita D. Lester.
Respondent had 16 (not consecutively numbered) exhibits admitted in evidence.
Respondent withdrew two other exhibits.

     A transcript was filed in due course.  The findings of fact proposed by
each party have been ruled on in the appendix to this Recommended Order pursuant
to Section 120.59(2), F.S.



                            FINDINGS OF FACT

     1.  At all times material, Petitioner Leroy Battles, Jr., was a
Correctional Officer I (CO I) in the Food Service Department of Putnam
Correctional Institute (PCI), a closed correctional facility administered by
Respondent Department of Corrections (DOC).  DOC is an employer subject to the
Florida Human Rights Act.  Petitioner is an adult black male.

     2.  In January 1990, PCI advertised the position of Corrections Officer II
(CO II/Sergeant) in its Food Service Department.  The four original applicants
for this position were David Thomas, a black male, Mark Nelson, a white male,
Petitioner Leroy Battles, Jr., a black male, and Douglas Miller, a white male.
Douglas Miller withdrew his application on January 26, 1990, the day scheduled
for interviews of the four applicants. Rather than re-advertise, interviews of
the three remaining applicants proceeded as scheduled.

     3.  The remaining three applicants were interviewed on January 26, 1990 by
a three-employee panel made up of Jacqueline Johns, PCI Personnel Manager;
Gregory Drake, PCI Assistant Superintendent, and Francis (Frank) Hawkins, PCI
Food Service Director.  All three panelists were white, but the composition of
the interview panel was formed pursuant to the DOC's promotional policy manual,
and there is no evidence any of the panel members were racially biased or that
the racial mix of the panel members was racially motivated.

     4.  There had been an argument, confrontation, or misunderstanding between
Petitioner and one of the interview panelists, Officer Hawkins, prior to the
January 26, 1990, interview, but it seems to have been remote in time from the
interview date, and upon the credible evidence as a whole, it is found that the
matter was resolved without it interfering with the interview process. 1/

     5.  The month following the award of the CO II promotion, Officer Drake
served on a grievance committee involving Petitioner Battles.  That subsequent
experience could not have colored Drake's vote on the January 26, 1990
promotion. It is noted that Drake may have reviewed some information concerning
the grievance before the grievance committee actually met, but there is no
evidence he reviewed it before the promotional interviews on January 26, 1990.

     6.  There is no evidence any panel member scored the interview questions or
report writing sample from any personal bias.

     7.  Jacqueline Johns was the PCI Personnel Manager at all times material.
Her duties included oversight of all procedural matters concerned with hiring
and promotions.

     8.  Prior to the interviews, Mrs. Johns prepared an applicant fact sheet
for the vacant position of CO II.  On that applicant fact sheet, she listed the
names of the applicants, their work locations, job titles, last three
evaluations, dates of appointment to their present employment group (also known
as employment class, rank, or grade), educational degrees, and any other
relevant information and training.  (See, Respondent's Exhibit 2 and Findings of
Fact 19-22)  Her source for this information was the applicants' respective
applications and their respective personnel files.  The interview panel was
provided with this fact sheet.  Although there is some controversy between the
parties as to the accuracy of some of the material contained therein, there is
no evidence that favorable substantive information about Petitioner was
deliberately distorted, omitted, or minimized due to any discriminatory
motivation, racial or otherwise.  On the applicant fact sheet, Battles was



listed as having completed two courses, 1860 hours, and Nelson was also listed
as having completed two courses, 1860 hours.  Actually, on January 26, 1990,
Battles' two courses named on the applicant fact sheet totalled 1900 hours and
he also had 1080 hours of training which was not listed because he had not
gotten a certificate therefor.  Likewise, Nelson's named courses should have
totalled 2940 hours, instead of 1860 hours and he had 40 hours of training which
were not listed because he also did not have the certificate on that date.
Reading the number of hours listed on the applicant fact sheet, one would
normally assume Officers Nelson and Battles each had a total of 1860 hours of
training.  Reading the names of the courses listed on the applicant fact sheet,
a knowledgeable person might possibly glean that Battles had 1900 hours and
Nelson had 2940 hours, but probably could not come to that conclusion without
more explanation or interpretation from other sources, such as was provided at
formal hearing.  The applicant fact sheet does not convey hours or courses of
training not listed there. 2/

     9.  The interview process consisted of an oral panel interview and a work
sample on report writing.

     10.  The oral interview consisted of panel members asking the same ten
questions dealing with the Food Service Department of each of the three
interviewees, separately.  Before the interviews, ten questions were selected by
the three panel members from a larger bank of questions and answers prepared in
advance at agency headquarters in Tallahassee and published for such
interviewing purposes in DOC's policy manual.  This policy manual is kept under
lock and key at the PCI facility so that interviewees will not know in advance
the exact questions and answers they will be asked.  Contrary to Petitioner's
assertion, this system does not prevent applicants from adequately preparing for
the interview, because applicants have their prior training and study sources
upon which to rely and because the Florida Administrative Code rules cover most,
if not all, of the substantive information upon which the questions are based.

     11.  There is no evidence that any of the questions actually put to the
three applicants by panel members on January 26, 1990, were racially biased.

     12.  The interview score sheets for all three applicants have been
maintained, but are subject to interpretation.  Based on the score sheets as
interpreted by the consistent testimony of all three panel members, it is found
that Officer Nelson correctly answered more of the ten interview questions than
did Petitioner Battles.  No inquiry of any of the panelists was made to clarify
how the other black applicant, Officer Thomas, scored on these questions.

     13.  The work sample consisted of a photograph that was given to each of
the three interviewees along with a sheet of paper.  The accompanying
instruction sheet stated that each man should write a description of the scene
in the photograph and that his description would be reviewed for accuracy,
completeness, and understandability.  Mrs. Johns simultaneously gave each of the
applicants oral instructions to prepare their reports as they had learned to do
in school.

     14.  The photograph provided no means by which a date and time could be
accurately determined.  The writing sample completed by Nelson included a date
and time he made up from his imagination.  Nelson used the date and time of
writing out his report sample.  In so doing, Nelson was following standard
instructions he had received at the Correctional Academy that proper report
writing should include specific dates, times, and locations.  Petitioner Battles
did not invent a date, time and location for his writing sample.  Nelson



received a higher score on his writing sample than did Petitioner, partly
because of his invention of date, time, and location details and partly because
of his more professional choice of the terms, "correctional officers" and
"inmates," which terms Petitioner failed to use. Instead, Petitioner used the
words, "guards" and "convicts" in his report writing sample.  Petitioner
admitted at formal hearing that the terms employed by Nelson had been the ones
instructed for use from the day he, Battles, had started with DOC.

     15.  Each member of the interview panel read each applicant's report
writing sample and signed off on them. Exactly how the writing sample was
weighed by the panel in the total scheme (that is, viz a viz the interview
questions) is not clear from this record.  There also is no clear indication how
the other black applicant, Thomas, scored on the writing sample. However, all
three panel members consistently testified that Nelson's writing sample was
better than Petitioner Battles' writing sample.  Officer Hawkins indicated that
on average, in real life situations, Petitioner Battles wrote much better
reports than his promotional sample had indicated on January 26, 1990.

     16.  There is no evidence that the report writing sample or the interview
questions/answers were scored by any panel member from a racially biased
motivation.

     17.  In the individual opinions of each panelist (Jones, Drake, and
Hawkins) as testified at formal hearing, Officer Nelson was more qualified than
Petitioner for promotion to the position of CO II in the PCI Food Service
Department on January 26, 1990, on the basis of the interviews and writing
samples.

     18.  No ranking for Thomas, the other black applicant, was elicited.

     19.  The actual and supposed education, training and experience of Battles
and Nelson were roughly the same as to special training in food service matters.
See, Finding of Fact 8. Applicant Thomas appears on the applicant fact sheet as
having fewer hours of certification training (1080) than either other applicant
and only one course compared with their two.

     20.  Petitioner Battles' most recent three job evaluations before the
interview included two "achieves standards" and one "exceeds standards."
Applicant Nelson's last three job evaluations also included two "achieves" and
one "exceeds."  Applicant Thomas' last three job evaluations were all
"achieves."  All this information appears on the applicant fact sheet.

     21.  Petitioner had served approximately three months longer in the Food
Service Department CO I position than had Nelson, but most of this period
coincided with his specialized training, so his extra three months in the Food
Service Department was not substantially on-the-job training.  Nelson had served
longer in the rank or grade of CO I than Petitioner by approximately three
months, but Nelson's extra three months in the CO I employment group were not
specifically in the Food Service Department.  DOC's promotional policy requires
that an employee's length of time in the employment group (rank/grade/class) is
to be considered with regard to promotion. The rules are silent as to any
consideration to be given the length of time an applicant has served in a
specific position, such as in the Food Service Department, but provides that
variety of experience should be considered.  (Respondent's Exhibit 5). Thomas
had been a CO I longer than either Petitioner or Nelson. How long Thomas had
been in the Food Service Department is not clear from this record.



     22.  On January 26, 1990, the three panelists individually weighed the
education, training, experience, job evaluations, and length of time in the
employment group of each interviewee as it appeared on the applicant fact sheet
prepared by Mrs. Johns.  Each panelist essentially used his/her own personal,
individual, subjective analyses of these factors.  In the individual opinion of
each panelist (Johns, Drake and Hawkins), as expressed at formal hearing, these
factors did not alter, either up or down, any panelist's individual assessment
based on the more objectively graded interview (10 questions) and report writing
sample that Officer Nelson was more qualified than Petitioner Battles was for
the CO II vacancy on January 26, 1990. No opinions with regard to Thomas'
qualifications based on these factors were elicited from the panelists.

     23.  James R. Reddish, a white male, was Superintendent of PCI at all times
material.  As superintendent, Reddish was ultimate supervisor of all promotional
applicants and all interview panel members.  Mr. Reddish had exclusive and
ultimate authority with regard to hiring and promotion at PCI.

     24.  Once the interview process was completed, Mrs. Johns submitted a
memorandum containing the three interviewees' names, in alphabetical order of
Petitioner Battles, Nelson, and Thomas, to Superintendent Reddish for the
superintendent's selection of the successful CO II candidate.  The memorandum
also told Reddish that the interview process was completed, but the three
applicants/interviewees were not ranked thereon.  From that memorandum
(Respondent's Exhibit-13), it may be inferred, contrary to Petitioner's
assertions, that Superintendent Reddish also received the three applications and
fact sheet. 3/

     25.  There is no proof that the test results or writing samples of the
three applicants/interviewees was ever forwarded to Superintendent Reddish or
that he considered them.  Indeed, Mrs. Johns' testimony represents the contrary.
There was no conversation between Mrs. Johns and Mr. Reddish regarding his
decision, and she did not relate to Reddish the opinions of herself or the other
panel members as to rank or qualifications of the three interviewees.
Superintendent Reddish's decision- making process for the promotion was
discussed with no one and there is no evidence as to what, if anything, Reddish
had before him besides the alphabetical list of the names of the three
interviewees, the applicant fact sheet on all three, and their respective
applications when making his promotional decision. Although no witness could
rule out that Superintendent Reddish's promotional decision in this instance was
racially motivated, no witness could credibly say that it was, either.

     26.  Superintendent Reddish appointed the only white interviewee, Officer
Nelson, instead of either of the black interviewees, one of whom was Petitioner.

     27.  Mrs. Johns testified that in her opinion, based on having dealt
directly with Superintendent Reddish regarding all aspects of hiring and
promotion concerning correctional officers at PCI from 1987 to 1991, Reddish was
biased and prejudiced against blacks, exercised his racist opinion and behavior
when considering promotions and hiring practices for correctional officers at
PCI, consistently made racially motivated decisions regarding promotions and
hiring and chronically referred to blacks as "niggers."  On the other hand, Mrs.
Johns also testified that on a number of occasions, Reddish had promoted blacks
over whites.

     28.  On January 26, 1990, there were seven correctional officers assigned
to PCI's Food Service Department.  Four of these correctional officers were
black; one of the four was Petitioner, who was a CO I.  Two of the three



correctional officers who were CO II/sergeants also were black.  Both of the
black CO II/sergeants, Tangie Brown and Charles McGill, had been promoted by
Superintendent Reddish.

     29.  Other black employees promoted by Reddish during his tenure at PCI
included Troy Massey to the position of Correctional Officer Supervisor I, John
J. Williams and Johnnie O. Givens, to CO II/sergeant positions, and Bert Milton
to Stores Manager.

     30.  Mrs. Johns specifically testified that in general she was afraid of
losing her job if she confronted Reddish concerning his racist practices in
promotions and hiring and that on occasions she had been required by Reddish to
stretch the qualifications of certain applicants because of Reddish's
relationship with that person or because he wanted to hire or promote that
person or to stretch the qualifications of white applicants so as to make those
applicants appear more worthy than blacks.  However, she further testified that
in this instance, Reddish did not ask her to stretch Nelson's qualifications,
and the evidence as a whole indicates that she did not do so.

     31.  In general, and in this specific instance, Mrs. Johns felt that it was
inappropriate for Superintendent Reddish not to interview the three applicants
himself.  However, no statute, rule or agency policy that requires the
superintendent to personally interview applicants has been cited.

     32.  While it seems an exercise in futility for the panel to engage in the
elaborate interview and report writing procedure outlined in the foregoing
findings of fact if it did not then forward the panel's rankings and
recommendations to the ultimate decision-maker for consideration, there is no
evidence this situation was contrary to DOC policy, arose out of intimidation of
the panel by Mr. Reddish, was racially motivated internally within the panel, or
was racially motivated by Mrs. Johns or by Mr. Reddish.  Indeed, the DOC
promotional policy reads in pertinent part as follows:

          2. When 1 to 3 vacancies are being recruited
             for simultaneously, the interview panel
             will select the top ten (10) applicants
             based on Education, Performance Appraisals
             and work experience in the Correctional
             Officer Occupational Group and schedule
             interviews with each applicant.  If there
             are from 4 to 10 applicants, all
             applicants will be interviewed.  If there
             are three or less applicants, the position
             will be readvertised. . .
                              * * *
          5. After all interviews are concluded and all
             factors (education, performance
             appraisals, work experience, affirmative
             action goals, oral interview and work
             sample) are considered, the Panel will
             identify the top applicants as outlined
             below.  These applications will be
             forwarded to the Superintendent for final
             selection.  The Superintendent must select
             the applicant to fill the vacancy from the
             top applicants.
             For filling a single vacancy the top three



             (3)  applicants will be recommended to the
             Superintendent.  (Respondent's Exhibit 5)

     33.  Therefore, although it is arguable that the withdrawal of one of the
original four applicants should have required re-advertisement of the position
vacancy prior to conducting interviews, the panel complied fully with DOC policy
when it sent Superintendent Reddish all three names, and Reddish was entitled to
appoint anyone from the list of the "top three applicants" submitted to him by
the panel, provided he did not do so for discriminatory reasons.

     34.  The Superintendent Reddish had seen only the scores of Petitioner and
Nelson, he might have appropriately promoted Nelson as the most qualified of the
two.  Since no full assessment of Thomas' ranking by the panel exists in this
record, it is not possible to determine whether or not if Superintendent Reddish
had seen the scores of all three applicants he might still have appropriately
promoted Nelson as the most qualified interviewee.  However, Reddish saw only
the three finalists' names, their applications (which are not in evidence) and
the applicant fact sheet upon which the somewhat subjective factors of
education, training, experience, job evaluations, and length of time in
employment group were listed for each finalist.  See, Findings of Fact 8, and
19-22.  There is no direct evidence that Superintendent Reddish knew of or
understood any discrepancy in the course names and 1860 hours of training listed
for Battles and Nelson on the applicant fact sheet or had any knowledge of the
actual hours and courses completed by any applicant, since this information was
only presented and explicated at formal hearing.

     35.  Superintendent Reddish was personally familiar with Officer Nelson.
Prior to the promotion, Mr. Reddish had personally placed a commendation letter
in Officer Nelson's personnel file for a reason Petitioner felt was
inappropriate. No other witness commented on Reddish's reason for the
commendation being either appropriate or inappropriate.  The incident had no
racial overtones.  It involved the publication on a local newspaper's editorial
page of a letter written by Officer Nelson calling for greater respect for
correctional officers through the use of their professional titles.  Whether or
not Superintendent Reddish considered this commendation in his promotion of
Nelson over Reddish is unknown.

     36.  Approximately June 1990, Superintendent Reddish was demoted.
According to consistent testimony by Johns, Hawkins, Drake, and Battles,
Superintendent Reddish was demoted on the strength of a DOC investigatory report
that the witnesses believed confirmed that Reddish was racially biased in hiring
and promoting in the manner that was described by Mrs. Johns.  See, Finding of
Fact No. 27.  However, the report is not in evidence here, and panel members
Hawkins and Drake expressed themselves as never having read the report and being
only partially in agreement with what they had heard about it.  Under these
conditions, the report is hearsay from which no factual or legal conclusions may
be legitimately drawn.  In any case, there was no suggestion by any witness that
the report described any bias or discrimination by Reddish against Petitioner
with regard to this particular promotion.

     37.  After Nelson was promoted over Petitioner, he and Petitioner had
trouble working together.  On February 23, 1990, Petitioner was transferred out
of the daytime shift in the Food Service Department to the less desirable
"graveyard shift" in a straight security position.  There is insufficient
evidence to establish this transfer was retaliatory.  Petitioner then filed a
grievance related to his lack of promotion.  It is unclear whether this was the



grievance Officer Drake was requested to consider in February, 1990, or a
different one.  See Finding of Fact 5.

                          CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

     38.  The Division of Administrative Hearings has jurisdiction of the
parties and subject matter of this cause. See, Section 120.57(1) F.S.

     39.  The United States Supreme Court set forth the procedure essential for
establishing claims of racial discrimination in McDonnell Douglas Corp. v.
Green, 411 U.S. 792, 93 S.Ct. 1817, 36 L.Ed. 2d 668 (1973), which was then
revisited in detail in Texas Department of Community Affairs v. Burdine, 450
U.S. 248, 101 S.Ct. 1089, 67 L.Ed. 2d 207 (1981).  Pursuant to the Burdine
formula, the employee has the initial burden of establishing a prima facie case
of intentional discrimination, which once established raises a presumption that
the employer discriminated against the employee.  If the presumption arises, the
burden shifts to the employer to present sufficient evidence to raise a genuine
issue of fact as to whether the employer discriminated against the employee.
The employer may do this by stating a legitimate, nondiscriminatory reason for
the employment decision; a reason which is clear, reasonably specific, and
worthy of credence.  Because the employer has the burden of production, not one
of persuasion, which remains with the employee, the employer is not required to
persuade the trier of fact that its decision was actually motivated by the
reason given.  If the employer satisfies its burden, the employee must then
persuade the fact finder that the proffered reason for the employment decision
was a pretext for intentional discrimination. The employee may satisfy this
burden by showing directly that a discriminatory reason more likely than not
motivated the decision, or indirectly by showing that the proffered reason for
the employment decision is not worthy of belief.  If such proof is adequately
presented, the employee satisfies his or her ultimate burden of demonstrating by
a preponderance of the evidence that he or she has been the victim of
intentional discrimination.  Id. at 252-56, 101 S.Ct. at 1093-95, 67 L.Ed.2d at
215-17.  As applied to a claim alleging discrimination resulting from an
employer's decision not to promote, the prima facie case an employee is required
to establish is

          that [he or] she belongs to a protected
          group, that [he or) she was qualified for
          and applied for a promotion, that [he or]
          she was considered for and denied the
          promotion, and that other employees of
          similar qualifications who were not
          members of the protected group were
          indeed promoted at the time the
          plaintiff's request for promotion was
          denied.

Bundy v. Jackson, 641 F.2d 934, 951 (D.C. Cir 4. 1981) (modifying formula
approved in McDonnell Douglas Corp. v. Green, supra. for cases involving
discriminatory refusal to hire).

     40.  In the case at bar, Petitioner Battles has established a prima facie
case of discrimination.  Battles, a black applicant for the promotion at issue,
was by law a member of a protected class.  He was, moreover, qualified for the
position for which he applied in that he had satisfied the requirements
advertised for the position CO II and was listed among the "top three
applicants".  Finally, Mark S. Nelson, a person who had similar qualifications



but who was not a member of a racial minority, was promoted to the position that
Battles was denied.  In reaching this conclusion that a prima facie case has
been made, the undersigned has relied solely on those factors just enumberated
which establish an unexplained discriminatory result without specifically
finding a subjective discriminatory intent on Superintendent Reddish's part.
There is insufficient direct evidence of that being the case, since the DOC
investigatory report is not in evidence and there is only Mrs. Johns' opinion
that the superintendent evidenced racist attitudes in situations other than the
present one.

     41.  At formal hearing, DOC gave as the reason for promoting Nelson over
Battles the stronger scores of Nelson on the interview (10 questions) and report
writing sample, plus some additional training hours of Officer Nelson which had
not appeared originally on the applicant fact sheet.  On its face, this appears
to be a lawful, nondiscriminatory reason, but these qualifications were never
made known to the superintendent who made the ultimate promotional decision and
therefore they could not constitute a legitimate, nondiscriminatory reason for
the superintendent's employment decision.  The DOC did not actively assert that
the information (the committee memorandum, the three applications, and the
applicant fact sheet) which was actually before the superintendent when he made
his promotional decision constituted a sufficient lawful, nondiscriminatory
reason for the promotion of Officer Nelson instead of Petitioner, but the
undersigned has also considered this information in that light and has found it
lacking.  On the applicant fact sheet, Nelson and Battles were roughly equal in
both specialized job training and in job evaluations, and the difference between
Nelson's and Battles' time in their employment group was insignificant.  There
also is no evidence to clearly link the superintendent's prior commendation of
Officer Nelson to his January 26, 1990 decision to promote Nelson over Battles.
Peripherally, see, Department of Corrections v. Chandler, 1st DCA Case No. 90-
648 (Opinion on Rehearing filed July 10, 1991).  Therefore, DOC has failed to
establish a clear, reasonably specific, and credible non- discriminatory reason
for the superintendent's promotional decision.

     42.  Upon the foregoing conclusions of law, Petitioner is entitled to
prevail because he has suffered an unlawful employment practice.  Petitioner
seeks a commission order awarding back pay commensurate with the CO II position
from January 26, 1990 to date as well as attorney's fees and costs in this case.
The evidence established Petitioner's entitlement to this relief but not the
specific amounts.  Against the possibility that the parties will not be able to
reach agreement as to the amount of fees and costs, jurisdiction is retained for
the limited purpose of determining fees and costs.

                           RECOMMENDATION

     Upon the foregoing Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, it is
RECOMMENDED that the Florida Commission on Human Relations enter a Final Order
that:

     (1) Cites the Department of Corrections for an unlawful employment practice
and orders it to cease and desist such practices;

     (2) Orders the Department of Corrections to pay Petitioner the difference
in salary and benefits between his CO I position and a CO II position, beginning
January 26, 1990 and continuing;

     (3) Requires the Department of Corrections to promote Petitioner into the
next available CO II vacancy; and



     (4) Awards reasonable attorney's fee and costs.

     DONE and ENTERED this 24th day of February 1992, at Tallahassee, Florida.

                         ___________________________________
                         ELLA JANE P. DAVIS, Hearing Officer
                         Division of Administrative Hearings
                         The DeSoto Building
                         1230 Apalachee Parkway
                         Tallahassee, Florida  32399-1550
                         (904) 488-9675

                         Filed with the Clerk of the Division
                         of Administrative Hearings this 24th
                         day of February 1992.

                               ENDNOTES

1/    Petitioner Battles testified that Officer Nelson relayed to him a
derogatory and insensitive remark that had been made concerning the incision for
Battles' diabetic wife's Caesarian Section and the amount of time required for
Battles to take off work to aid in his wife's recovery and that Nelson had
attributed the remark's origin to Officer Hawkins.  Officer Hawkins denied
making the remark and Officer Nelson denied telling Battles about the remark.
Nonetheless, both Battles and Hawkins testified that Hawkins tendered a
contemporaneous oral apology to Battles for anything Hawkins might have said
that had offended Battles. There is no dispute that Hawkins granted Battles the
necessary leave before the remark was ever allegedly made.  Although Battles
felt aggrieved even after Hawkins' apology, was under the impression Hawkins'
apology had been encouraged by superiors, and resented that Hawkins was not
reprimanded for the remark when Battles complained to superiors, Hawkins clearly
considered the matter resolved by his apology.  When the remark, if any, and
apology occurred in relation to Petitioner Battles' promotional interview on
January 26, 1990 is not clear from the record, but apparently the incident was
not significant enough in Battles' mind at the time of the interview to request
removal of Hawkins from the panel.  At least, there is no evidence that he
requested Hawkins be removed.  Also there is no evidence that Battles filed a
formal grievance regarding the incident.

2/   The applicant fact sheet showed Petitioner Battles as possessing the
certificates for Applied Food Service and Sanitation with no hours listed and
for Phase I Culinary Arts totalling 1860 hours, and Nelson as possessing the
certificates for Phase I Culinary Arts totalling 1860 hours and for Commercial
Foods Culinary Arts with no hours listed.  In truth and in fact, prior to
January 26, 1990, Battles had an additional 40 hours to his credit for the
Applied Food Service and Sanitation Course and 1080 training hours but no
certificate for the Commercial Foods Culinary Arts course, and Nelson had also
taken the Applied Food Service Sanitation Course (40 hours) but did not receive
a certificate therefor.  His listed Commercial Foods Culinary Arts had netted
him 1080 hours.  In actuality, each man had 2980 hours of training, not all of
which was certified.



3/ Although Mrs. Johns' testimony leaves the issue unresolved, the exhibit
itself shows that enclosures of the applications and applicant fact sheet were
forwarded to Mr. Reddish with the memorandum.

                     APPENDIX TO RECOMMENDED ORDER
                           CASE NO.  91-4387

     The following constitute specific rulings pursuant to Section 120.59(2)
F.S. upon the parties' respective proposed findings of fact (PFOF):

Petitioner Battles' 1+1+24 PFOF: The Petitioner has not used a straight
numbering or heading system.  The portion designated "1. Parties:" is accepted.
The portion designated "Issues at Trial:" is covered in the  preliminary
matters.  The numbered paragraphs under "Facts . . ." are ruled upon as follows:

1-2, 5-8, 15, 18 (cumulative of 2), 20-23: accepted as modified to more
correctly reflect the record.   Respondent's Exhibit 1 shows  Miller  as  a
white  male.    Immaterial,  subordinate, unnecessary, and cumulative material
is rejected.

3-4: Accepted in part and rejected in part.  Respondent's Exhibit 13 was
admitted in evidence and is only partly as represented in the proposal.   It
apparently also attached the Applicant Fact Sheet and three applications.
Legal rhetoric has also been rejected.

9-14, 16: Accepted in part and rejected in part upon credibility, legal, and
evidentiary grounds as more fully explained within the recommended  order  (RO).
Material  which  is  subordinate, unnecessary, or cumulative to the facts as
found has also been rejected.  Unreconciled or unsupported lay opinion testimony
has likewise been rejected.  Specifically, Officers Drake and Hawkins did not
testify as related in PFOF 14.  The TR reference is only to Mrs. Johns'
testimony.  See FOF 36.

17: Accepted, absent the prejorative word, "ostensibly."

19: Accepted but immaterial.

24: Rejected in part as not supported by competent substantial evidence.  See
Respondent's Exhibit 13.  Rejected in part as mere legal argument but covered in
substance within the RO.

Respondent DOC's 26 PFOF:    Accepted   as   modified   to   more accurately
reflect the record and to eliminate material which is subordinate, unnecessary,
or cumulative to the facts as found.
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Assistant General Counsel
Department of Corrections
2601 Blairstone Road
Tallahassee, FL  32399-2500
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               NOTICE OF RIGHT TO SUBMIT EXCEPTIONS

All parties have the right to submit written exceptions to this Recommended
Order.   All agencies allow each party at least 10 days in which to submit
written exceptions.   Some agencies allow a larger period within which to submit
written exceptions.  You should consult with the agency that will issue the
final order in this case concerning agency rules  on the deadline  for filing
exceptions to this Recommended Order.   Any exceptions to this Recommended Order
should be filed with the agency that will issue the final order in this case.

                         STATE OF FLORIDA
                DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS

LEROY BATTLES, JR.,              )
                                 )
     Petitioner,                 )
                                 )
vs.                              )   CASE NO. 91-4387
                                 )
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS,       )
                                 )
     Respondent.                 )
_________________________________)

            SUPPLEMENTAL AND CORRECTED RECOMMENDED ORDER

     This cause came on for consideration upon appropriate pleadings.  The
parties have stipulated to entry of this order.

                         FINDINGS OF FACT

     1.  On February 24, 1992 the undersigned entered a Recommended Order in
this cause, the Recommendation of which provided as follows:



     Upon the foregoing Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, it is
RECOMMENDED that the Florida Commission on Human Relations enter a Final Order
that:

          (1) Cites the Department of Corrections
          for an unlawful employment practice and
          orders it to cease and desist such
          practices;
          (2) Orders the Department of
          Corrections to pay the Petitioner the
          difference in salary and benefits
          between his position and a COII
          position, beginning January 26, 1990 and
          continuing;
          (3) Requires the Department of
          Corrections to promote Petitioner into
          the next available COII vacancy; and
          (4) Awards reasonable attorneys fees
          and costs.

     2.  On May 27, 1992, Petitioner's attorney filed a Motion for Attorney's
Fees and Costs, which was assigned separate DOAH Case No. 92-3229F by the Clerk
of the Division of Administrative Hearings upon the misapprehension that
Petitioner intended a separate claim of entitlement to attorney's fees and costs
by a small business party.

     3.  Subsequent pleadings of the parties filed in DOAH Case No. 92-3229F
show that Petitioner has claimed $5,671.41 as total attorney's fees and costs
under the provisions of Section 760.10, F.S. et seq. and that Respondent finds
the Petitioner's claim "to be reasonable and has no objection to an award of
$5,671.41 .

     4.  DOAH Case No. 92-3229F has been closed administratively and copies of
all pleadings therein have been transferred to the instant case file, DOAH Case
No. 91-4387.

                        CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

     5.  Although jurisdiction to award attorney's fees and costs was not
specifically retained upon entry of the February 24, 1992 Recommended Order
herein, Rule 221-6.032, F.A.C. permits entry of a corrected Recommended Order by
the undersigned.

     6.  Since entitlement to the claimed attorney's fees and costs is clear-and
the Commission on Human Relations has not yet entered a Final Order herein,
judicial economy and efficiency would be best served by amending/correcting the
last paragraphs of the Recommendation of the February 24, 1992 Recommended Order
to read:

          (4) Awards Petitioner $5,671.41 as
          reasonable attorney's fees and costs
          herein.



                          RECOMMENDATION

     Upon the foregoing Findings of Facts and Conclusions of Law, it is
RECOMMENDED that the Florida Commission on Human Relations enter a Final Order
that:

          (1) Cites the Department of Corrections
          for an unlawful employment practice and
          orders it to cease and desist such
          practices;
          (2) Orders the Department of
          Corrections to pay the Petitioner the
          difference in salary and benefits
          between his position and a COII
          position, beginning January 26, 1990 and
          continuing;
          (3) Requires the Department of
          Corrections to promote Petitioner into
          the next available COII vacancy; and
          (4) Awards Petitioner $5,671.41 as
          reasonable attorney's fees and costs
          herein.

     DONE AND ORDERED in Tallahassee, Leon County, Florida, this 18th day of
August, 1992.

                             ___________________________________
                             ELLA JANE P. DAVIS, Hearing Officer
                             Division of Administrative Hearings
                             The DeSoto Building
                             1230 Apalachee Parkway
                             Tallahassee, Florida 32399-1550
                             (904) 488-9675

                             Filed with the Clerk of the
                             Division of Administrative Hearings
                             this 18th day of August, 1992.

COPIES FURNISHED:

Margaret A. Jones, Clerk
Commission on Human Relations
325 John Knox Road
Building F Suite 240
Tallahassee, Florida 32303-4113

Dana Baird, General Counsel
Commission on Human Relations
325 John Knox Road
Building F Suite 240
Tallahassee, Florida 32303-4113

Robert T. McLeod, Esquire
200 Reid Street
Palatka, Florida 32177



Lynn T. Winston, Esquire
Assistant General Counsel
2601 Blair Stone Road
Tallahassee, Florida 32301

               NOTICE OF RIGHT TO SUBMIT EXCEPTIONS

All parties have the right to submit written exceptions to this Recommended
Order.  All agencies allow each party at least 10 days in which to submit
written exceptions.  Some agencies allow a larger period within which to submit
written exceptions.  You should contact the agency that will issue the final
order in this case concerning agency rules on the deadline for filing exceptions
to this Recommended Order.  Any exceptions to this Recommended Order should be
filed with the agency that will issue the final order in this case.
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                         STATE OF FLORIDA 

                 DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS 

 

ALICIA A. HART,                   ) 

                                  ) 

          Petitioner,             ) 

                                  ) 

vs.                               )  CASE NO. 91-1318 

                                  ) 

DOUBLE ENVELOPE CORPORATION,      ) 

                                  ) 

          Respondent.             ) 

__________________________________) 

 

 

                          RECOMMENDED ORDER 

 

     A hearing was held pursuant to notice on January 15, 

1992, in this case by Stephen F. Dean, assigned Hearing Officer 

of the Division of Administrative Hearings,  to consider the 

allegations that Petitioner was discharged by Respondent because 

she was handicapped. 

 

                              APPEARANCES 

 

     For Petitioner:  Alicia A. Hart, pro se 

                      1037 East 222nd Street 

                      Bronx, New York 10469 

 

     For Respondent:  Robert G. Riegel, Jr., Esquire 

                      Coffman, Coleman, Andrews & 

                        Grogan, P.A. 

                      2065 Herschel Street 

                      Jacksonville, Florida 32203 

 

 

                      STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES 

 

     Did Respondent discriminate against Petitioner in her 

employment because of a physical handicap? 

 

                       PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

 

     The  Petitioner was  employed by Respondent.    While 

working for Respondent, she incurred a job related injury and 

received workman compensation benefits to include light duty. 

She was discharged by the Respondent, and filed a complaint with 

the Florida Commission on Human Relations  (Commission).   The 

Commission  conducted  an  investigation  and  determined  that 

Petitioner had not been discriminated against.   The Commission 

advised Petitioner of her right to an administrative hearing on 

its decision, and Petitioner timely filed a request for hearing. 

 



     At the formal administrative hearing, the Petitioner 

testified in her own behalf.   The Respondent called several 

witnesses  who  testified   about   Petitioner's   injury,   her 

employment,  and her  performance.    The  Petitioner  introduced 

Petitioner's Exhibit 1.  Respondent introduced Exhibits 1a-k, 2, 

3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 13b, 14, 15, 16, 18 and 25. 

 

     Respondent filed a Proposed Order containing proposed 

findings of fact which was read and considered.  The Appendix to 

this Recommended Order states which findings were adopted and 

which were rejected and why. 

 

                         FINDINGS OF FACT 

 

     1.  Respondent,  Double  Envelope  Corporation  (Double 

Envelope),  is  engaged  in  the manufacturing  and printing of 

envelopes and has a plant in Gainesville, Florida.  (Tr. 252) 

 

     2.  Petitioner,   Alicia  Hart,   became  a  full-time 

employee of Double Envelope in Gainesville,  Florida in April 

1987. (R. Ex. 18) 

 

     3.  Petitioner worked from April 1987 until July 14, 

1989,  and during most of that time she held the position of 

inspector/operator  on  the  second  shift  in  the  Open-End 

Department.  (Tr. 57) 

 

     4. The  Open-End  Department  manufactures  small  and 

large envelopes which are open on one end.  (Tr. 198-99) 

 

     5. In August 1987, Petitioner viewed a film strip on 

safety  and  inspecting  of envelopes,  and  she  signed a  form 

reflecting that she had viewed the film and that she understood 

the importance of safety and production of quality merchandise. 

(Tr. 62, R. Ex. 14) 

 

     6. The film strip presented by Double Envelope is one 

of several ways inspector/operators learn how to produce and 

inspect quality envelopes. (Tr. 197) 

 

     7. Inspector/operators  also  learn about their jobs 

through  employee  orientation.    A  memorandum  describing  the 

procedures for producing quality envelopes is posted on each 

envelope making machine.  (Tr. 197-98, R. Ex. 6) 

 

     8. The memorandum on procedures for inspecting quality 

envelopes provides in pertinent part as follows: 

 

          Checking Envelopes 

          1. When envelope comes off your machine, check 

             your perforations,  seal gum,  side gum and 

             bottom gum, and envelope fold . . 

          2. If any of the above checks does not meet your 

             inspection,  turn your machine off and ask 



             your adjuster to check your machine. 

          3. When running a job, do not close your cartons 

             until you start your 2nd layer on a skid then 

             inspect envelopes again. 

 

(R. Ex. 6) 

 

     9. Petitioner  understood  that  inspection  of  the 

envelopes was an important part of her job.  (Tr. 60) 

 

     10. During her employment, Petitioner worked most of 

the time in the small open-end (S.O.) department, and was very 

familiar with the small open-end machines.  (Tr. 60) 

 

     11. Mr. Durette was foreman of the Open-End Department 

and was Petitioner's supervisor throughout her employment at 

Double Envelope.  (Tr. 197, 199) 

 

     12. Mr. Durette taught the Petitioner the particulars 

of her job as an inspector/operator, showing her (a) how  to  fan 

through the stock that she put on the machine to make it easier 

for the machine to push envelopes through the machine; (b) how to 

fan through the envelopes after she picked them up and checked 

the  quality  of  the  envelopes,  the  gum,  the  seal,  and the 

perforations; (c) how to  pack the  envelopes  in cartons;  and 

(d) how to pull out and replace any bad envelopes she might find. 

(Tr. 200) 

 

     13. Throughout her employment, Petitioner had problems 

getting along with various coworkers and supervisors.  (Tr. 200- 

01, 249, R. Ex. 1-A) 

 

     14. On several occasions before July 1988, Mr. Durette 

verbally counseled Petitioner concerning her attitude and failure 

to get along with other employees.  (Tr. 201, 203) 

 

     15. Mr. Durette gave Petitioner a written warning on 

July 7, 1988, for her failure to follow the instructions of an 

adjuster.   An adjuster adjusted the machine to make quality 

envelopes.      An   adjuster   was    authorized  to   supervise 

inspector/operators.  (Tr. 201-03, 106, R. Ex. 1-A) 

 

     16.  In this warning, Mr. Durette informed Petitioner 

that "next time this may result in a suspension."  (R. Ex. 1-A) 

 

     17.  The July 1988 warning  was issued around the time 

the Petitioner first reported problems with her hands at Double 

Envelope.  The date she reported the problems she was having and 

the date the report were formalized are not certain. 

 

     18.  On February 24, 1989, Petitioner reported to work. 

Shortly thereafter, Petitioner told Mr. Durette that she needed 

time off from the job right away to take care of a garnishment 

problem.  Mr. Durette informed Petitioner that he needed her to 



work  and  denied  her  permission to  leave.    Petitioner then 

requested to see Audrey Weeks,  Production Coordination, about 

leaving work that day and Mr. Durette agreed.   (Tr. 55, 67-68, 

204-06) 

 

     19.  Petitioner  saw Ms.  Weeks  that day and advised 

Ms. Weeks that she needed to go to the courthouse right away to 

handle a problem with a garnishment.  Ms. Weeks advised her that 

she would have to see Mr. Durette regarding the matter.   (Tr. 

129) 

 

     20.  Immediately thereafter, Petitioner went to talk to 

Vice President and General Manger of the plant, Holt Vaughan. 

Petitioner asked Mr. Vaughan if she could leave work to go to the 

courthouse  to  handle  the  garnishment.    Mr.  Vaughan  denied 

Petitioner permission to leave and told her she was needed to 

work.  (Tr. 254, 55) 

 

     21.  After being told by her supervisor, the production 

supervisor,  and general manager she could not have time off, 

Petitioner left the plant.  Mr. Vaughan, seeing Petitioner leave 

a few minutes later, told her that if she left, she would have to 

suffer the consequences.  (Tr. 255) 

 

     22. Petitioner left the workplace and did not return 

that day.  (Tr. 204) 

 

     23. On February 27, 1989, Mr. Durette issued a written 

notice to Petitioner suspending her for one day, with pay, in 

accordance with Company policy.  (Tr. 204, 255, R. Ex. 1-B) 

 

     24. Petitioner was not on light duty status at the time 

of this suspension.  (Tr. 250) 

 

     25. After investigation,  Plant Manager Wayne Secrist 

upheld the suspension and issued a typewritten memorandum to 

Petitioner on March 2, 1989, warning Petitioner that "any further 

problem whatsoever with Petitioner will result in her dismissal." 

(R. Ex. 1-C) 

 

     26. On March 14,  1989, Mr. Durette issued a written 

message warning to Petitioner because she left a dirty gum table 

and paper around and on her machine the previous day.  (Tr. 205- 

06; R. Ex. 1-D) 

 

     27. At the time the March 14, 1989, warning was issued, 

Petitioner was not on light duty status and had not filed a 

workers' compensation claim regarding her left wrist. (Tr. 207, 

268-69, R. Ex. 24) 

 

     28. Petitioner talked to Ms. Weeks around March 15, 

1989,  about her left wrist and filed a workers' compensation 

claim that day.  (Tr. 268-69) 

 



     29. Ms.  Weeks  referred  Petitioner  to  the  Company 

doctor,  Dr. Evans, who in turn referred Petitioner to a hand 

specialist, Dr. Osborne, at the Ramadan Institute.   (Tr. 48-49, 

271) 

 

     30. Dr. Evans placed Petitioner on light duty status in 

March 1989, and Dr. Osborne confirmed that status.  (Tr. 50, 271- 

72) 

 

     31. Ms. Weeks, Mr. Vaughan and Mr. Secrist determined 

what  Petitioner's  light  duty  job  would  be  based  upon  a 

description of light duty status from their insurance company and 

a telephone conversation between Ms.  Weeks and Dr.  Osborne. 

Petitioner was restricted on the amount of weight she would lift 

and the size of the envelopes she would handle.   (Tr. 256-57, 

272) 

 

     32. Double Envelope assigned Petitioner to work on a 

S.O. machine which is slower in speed than other machines, and 

the  lifting  required  is  lighter.    The  work  assigned  was 

consistent with the doctor's limitations.  (Tr. 109-10, 208, 256- 

57, 272) 

 

     33. Petitioner advised Ms. Weeks that she had discussed 

her situation with Dr. Osborne, and that she had described what 

she was doing to Dr. Osborne.  The Petitioner advised Ms. Weeks 

that there was no problem with the machine she was running, and 

that her duties were consistent with the doctor's orders.   (Tr. 

272) 

 

     34. Petitioner advised Mr. Vaughan that the work she 

was doing on light duty in March 1989 was consistent with what 

she thought the doctor had requested for light duty.  (Tr. 256) 

 

     35. Petitioner's condition in 1989 did not interfere 

with her carrying out the responsibilities of her light duty job 

and she was able to keep up on the machines.  (Tr. 109-10) 

 

     36. In April 1989 both Petitioner and another employee 

refused to work on their machines.  (Tr. 215, 256, 264) 

 

     37. Mr. Vaughan and Ms. Weeks met with Petitioner on 

the  day  she  refused  to  continue  working  on  her  machine. 

Mr. Vaughan asked if Petitioner was having a problem due to her 

injury.  The Petitioner advised Mr. Vaughan that the work she had 

been assigned was consistent with her restrictions, and she was 

not having a problem.  Mr. Vaughan replied that she should either 

continue to do this work or see her doctor to get a written 

statement that she was not able to perform the work for that 

reflected new duties.   Petitioner returned to work.  (Tr. 256, 

265) 

 

     38. On April 5,  1989, Mr. Durette gave Petitioner a 

written warning advising her that a number of envelopes which she 



had produced on April 4, 1989, were stuck together in cartons 

with her signature.  (Tr. 208, 212, R. Ex. 1-E) 

 

     39. On April 5, 1989, Mr. Durette discovered additional 

envelopes which she had packed and which were sticking together. 

Mr. Durette  gave her another written warning on April 5, 1989, 

on this deficiency.  (Tr. 211, 213-14, R. Ex. 1-F) 

 

     40. Mr. Durette was able to determine that Petitioner 

had packed the defective envelopes from her signature on the 

cartons, the job numbers on her time sheet, and the department 

log with matching job numbers.  (Tr. 209, 213) 

 

     41. Operator/inspectors were suppose to shut down their 

machines if their inspections revealed a problem and call an 

adjuster.   The adjuster would fix the machine and the operator 

would restart the machine.  On several occasions prior to May 1, 

1989, Mr. Durette talked to Petitioner about her failure to keep 

her machine running, and her failure to immediately report jams. 

(Tr. 214-15) 

 

     42. On May 1, 1989, Mr. Durette gave a written warning 

to Petitioner concerning her poor attitude and low production. 

(Tr. 214, R. Ex. 1-G) 

 

     43. On  May  2,  1989,  Petitioner  was  examined  by 

Dr. Osborne  and  she brought back to Ms.  Weeks  a note from 

Dr. Osborne releasing her to return to work performing her normal 

duties with no restrictions.  (Tr. 38, 111, R. Ex. 13-B) 

 

     44. Several  employees  complained to Mr.  Durette at 

various times that Petitioner was not coming back from breaks on 

time and that she was taking more time than was allotted.   (Tr. 

217) 

 

     45. As  a  result  of  these  complaint,  Mr.  Durette 

counseled the Petitioner about returning from breaks and lunch on 

time.  He still received complaints about Petitioner's lateness. 

(Tr. 218) 

 

     46. On May 12,  1989,  Petitioner left for her lunch 

break at approximately 7:00 p.m. and called in sometime during 

her 30 minute break to advise that she had car problems and would 

be a little late.  Petitioner came back into the plant at 7:45 

p.m., but she indicated on her time sheet that she returned at 

7:30  p.m.    Petitioner  was  warned  by  her  supervisor  about 

returning to work on time and reporting her time accurately. 

(Tr. 87, 218, R. Ex. 3) 

 

     47. From  May  8,  1989,  through  the  date  of  her 

discharge, Petitioner did not complain that she was having any 

problems with her hand or that her wrist was locking up.   (Tr. 

234, 273-74) 

 



     48. On June 13,  1989, Mr.  Durette issued a written 

message warning to Petitioner with regard to her failing to 

attend four consecutive safety meetings.  (Tr. 219, R. Ex. 1-J) 

 

     49. On  June  19,  1989,  at  the  end  of  her  shift, 

Petitioner told Mr. Durette she could not come in the following 

day because she had real estate business.  Mr. Durette advised 

her that she could not take the day off and that he needed her to 

work and she would have to be there.   Petitioner asked if she 

could make up the time, work another shift,  or make up the 

production some other way, but was denied the time off.  (Tr. 94, 

222) 

 

     50. On June 20,  1989,  Petitioner took the day off 

without calling in, despite Mr. Durette's instructions on the 

previous day.  (Tr. 222) 

 

     51. On June  23,1989,  Mr.  Durette  issued a written 

notice of disciplinary action, warning Petitioner concerning her 

insubordination and misconduct in failing to show up for work on 

June 20, 1989.  The notice of disciplinary action warned her that 

this was a final warning and any further violations "will result 

in your dismissal from Double Envelope."  (Tr. 221, R. Ex. 1-K) 

 

     52. On July 12, 1989, Petitioner worked from 3:30 p.m. 

until 11:30 p.m. on an S.O. machine manufacturing open-end photo 

processing envelopes for Jack Eckerd Corporation on job number 

3327295.  (Tr. 96-97, R. Ex. 7) 

 

     53. The envelopes being manufactured have a flap at the 

top of the envelope, and a perforation across the end of the flap 

closure which was a receipt.  (Tr. 60) 

 

     54. Petitioner's  job  responsibilities  on  this  job 

included  inspecting  the envelopes  to  ensure  that they were 

satisfactory by looking carefully through the envelopes for the 

perforation and the "gum line", the area where the gum is placed 

to seal the flap.  (Tr. 165-66, 228). 

 

     55. Petitioner was supposed to inspect the envelopes 

and,  as  stated above,  shut her machine done and notify her 

supervisor or adjuster immediately if she found any problems. 

(R. Ex. 6, Tr. 199). 

 

     56. When inspecting the envelopes, Petitioner knew that 

she should pick up a stack of envelopes, thumb through the entire 

stack making a visual inspection, and look for anything that was 

out of place or odd.  (Tr. 62-63). 

 

     57. On July 12,  1989,  Petitioner had some problems 

twice during her shift with her machine jamming, but she did not 

notice any problems with the perforation of envelopes.   The 

machine was adjusted and restarted.  (Tr. 105, 233). 

 



     58. On the morning of July 13, 1989, adjusters Charles 

Wood and Bill Harmon were notified by a first shift employee that 

there were envelopes from the night before that had not been 

perforated.  (Tr. 143, 167-68). 

 

     59. Charles  Wood and  Bill  Harmon then  looked back 

through envelopes completed the prior night on the second shift 

to determine if there were any bad envelopes that had not been 

discovered.  They found that approximately 2,000 envelopes packed 

the prior evening were defective in that they had no perforation. 

(Tr. 14, 168, 224) 

 

     60. Messrs. Wood, Harmon and Durette determined from 

the box numbers and machine logs, and Petitioner's initials on 

the cartons, that on July 12, 1989, Petitioner had packed the 

2,000  envelopes with defective perforations  in four cartons. 

(Tr. 148, 167-68, 224). 

 

     61. Petitioner acknowledged she had worked on the boxes 

of envelopes which contained the defective envelopes.  (Tr. 98) 

 

     62. Petitioner had not discovered and  reported the 

2,000 envelopes without proper perforations before leaving her 

shift on July 12, 1989. 

 

     63. Mr. Durette, with the approval of Ms. Weeks and 

Mr. Vaughan, determined to terminate Petitioner on the basis of 

her  failure to  follow  instructions  concerning  inspection of 

envelopes and her poor work history over the past months.   (Tr. 

223, 259, 274, R. Ex. 2) 

 

     64. At the time of terminating Petitioner, the Company 

officials involved in the termination decision were not aware 

that Petitioner had any permanent or temporary disability.  The 

Petitioner had been returned to regular duty.   (Tr. 234, 259, 

274) 

 

     65. No  medical  evidence  exists  in  the  record  to 

establish that Petitioner has ever been permanently disabled. 

(Tr. 234, 259, 276) 

 

     66. No evidence, medical or otherwise, exists in the 

record to show that Petitioner was permanently or temporarily 

disabled when she was discharged.  (Tr. 234, 259, 274) 

 

     67. Petitioner  never  submitted  any  information  to 

Double Envelope from the time she returned to normal duties until 

the time of her termination which would indicate that she was 

permanently or temporarily disabled.  (Tr. 234, 259, 274). 

 

     68. Disability ratings were not issued on Petitioner's 

right hand until after she was terminated from Double Envelope. 

(Tr. 112-13) 

 



     69. According to Petitioner's understanding,  she was 

not diagnosed as having permanent impairment to her left wrist 

until after her termination from employment at Double Envelope. 

(Tr. 112-13) 

 

     70. Shortly after her termination from Double Envelope, 

Petitioner understood  from Ramandan Hand  Institute that  she 

should not return to the type of work she had been doing at 

Double Envelope.  (Tr. 109) 

 

     71. As  a  result,  Petitioner has  never applied  for 

employment with  an envelope manufacturing company  since her 

termination on July 14, 1989.  (Tr. 109) 

 

     72. On September 5,  1989,  Petitioner filed a timely 

charge of discrimination with the Florida Commission on Human 

Relations (FCHR).   This charge was signed by Petitioner under 

oath and,  according to Petitioner, was accurate at the time. 

(Tr. 114, R. Ex 18) 

 

     73. In  her  charge  of  discrimination,   Petitioner 

referred to her handicap as "permanent damage to my left wrist." 

Petitioner did not mention her right hand or thumb anywhere in 

her charge of discrimination.  (Tr. 115, R. Ex. 18) 

 

     74. In  her  charge  of  discrimination,   Petitioner 

asserted under oath that "Ms. Vicki Williams, on July 14, 1989, 

also wasted four boxes of envelopes on job no. 3327295, but was 

not reprimanded or terminated."  (R. Ex. 18) 

 

     75. Ms. Williams testified, without any rebuttal, that 

she did not run four boxes of defective envelopes on that day or 

any other day.  (Tr. 187) 

 

     76. Petitioner  stated  that  in  1989  Mr.  Durette 

allegedly  referred  to  Petitioner  and  Deborah  Turbyfield  as 

"goddam cripples'  or "goddam invalids."   Mr.  Durette denied 

making such a statement.  (Tr. 116-17, 190-91, 234) 

 

     77. Double Envelope has several employees who have a 

physical disability of some type including: 

 

          John Durette (50% disability in left thumb) 

          Doug Milligan (tips of two fingers missing) 

          Betty Martin (cut finger tip off twice) 

          Len Walton (1 leg; blind in one eye) 

 

(Tr. 235, 275) 

 

     78. Double Envelope has terminated at least three other 

employees  (Jean  Robbins,  Gail Montgomery,  Ellen Vaughan)  in 

recent  years  for  running  bad  envelopes,  where  such  other 

employees did not have any handicap or physical disability of 

which Double Envelope was aware.  (Tr. 275) 



 

     79. After  investigating  this  matter,  the  Interim 

Executive Director of the FCHR issued a Notice of Determination 

on October 29, 1990, finding that "there is no reasonable cause 

to believe that an unlawful employment practice has occurred." 

(R.   Ex. 15) 

 

     80.  After   Petitioner    filed    a    Request    for 

Redetermination and arguments were advanced by both parties, the 

Interim  Executive  Director  of  the  FCHR  concluded  that  the 

"initial  determination properly found no reasonable cause to 

believe that an unlawful employment practice occurred."  (R. Ex. 

16) 

 

                          CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

 

     81. The  Division  of  Administrative  Hearings  has 

jurisdiction over the subject matter and the parties to this 

proceeding  pursuant  to  Section  120.57(1),  Florida  Statutes 

(1990) , (FHRA) 

 

     82. Respondent Double Envelope is an employer within 

the definition of the Florida Human Rights Act of 1977,  as 

amended in Section 760.01 - 760.10,  Florida Statutes  (1990), 

(FHRA). 

 

     83. Petitioner filed a charge of discrimination with 

the Florida Commission on Human Relations  (FCHR)  on or about 

September 5, 1989, alleging discrimination based on her alleged 

handicap, permanent damage to her left wrist. 

 

     84. Petitioner bears the initial burden of establishing 

a prima facie case of discrimination.   See Cabany v. Hollywood 

Memorial Hospital, 12 FALR 2020 (FCHR 1990); McDonnell Dougles 

Corp. v. Green, 411 U.S. 792 (1973). 

 

     85.  Petitioner always bears the ultimate burden of 

proving by  a preponderance  of the  evidence that Respondent 

committed an unlawful employment practice against her.  Mayo, 12 

FALR at 2633; Cabany, 12 FALR at 2026. 

 

     86.  To  demonstrate a  prima  facia  case  of handicap 

discrimination,  Petitioner  must  prove  the  following  by  a 

preponderance of the evidence: 

 

          a. she was a handicapped individual at the 

             time of the alleged discrimination; 

          b. she   performed   her   assigned   duties 

             satisfactorily; 

          c. despite   her   performance,    she   was 

             terminated; and 

          d. after  her  discharge,  the  position  was 

             filled by someone outside the protective 

             category  or  other  facts  indicate  the 



             employment action was based on her alleged 

             handicap.  Mayo v. The Advocacy Center for 

             Persons with Disabilities, Inc.,  12 FALR 

             2624 (FCHR 1990); Confer v. Golden Crust 

             Bakery, Inc., 7 FALR 5341 (FCHR 1985). 

 

     87.  If   Petitioner  sustains  her  initial  burden, 

Respondent  Double  Envelope  is  required  to  articulate  some 

legitimate nondiscriminatory reason for its actions.   Mayo, 12 

FALR at 2637; See Texas Dept. of Community Affairs v. Burdine, 

450 U.S. 248 (1981).  This is a burden of production only.  See 

Burdine. 

 

     88.  Thereafter, Petitioner can prevail only by proving 

by  a  preponderance  of  the  evidence  that  Respondent  Double 

Envelope's  articulated  reason(s)  were  simply  a  pretext  for 

discrimination  based  upon  her  alleged  handicap  (i.e.  that 

Petitioner's alleged handicap was a substantial and motivating 

factor in Double Envelope's decision to terminate her).  Mayo, 12 

FALR at 2638; Cabany, 12 FALR at 2026; Burdine, 450 U.S. at 256; 

McDonnell Douglas, 411 U.S. at 804. 

 

     89. Petitioner failed to present a prima facie case of 

handicap discrimination because she did not establish that she 

had a handicap at the time she was discharged.  See Confer; Mayo. 

 

     90. Petitioner failed to present a prima facie case of 

handicap discrimination because she has not established that 

Respondent knew that she had any permanent handicap or disability 

existed at or about the time she was discharged.  The evidence 

established the doctor had returned Petitioner to regular duty 

when she was discharged. 

 

     91. Petitioner failed to present a prima facie case of 

handicap  discrimination  because  she  did  not  show  she  was 

performing her assigned duties satisfactorily at the time of her 

discharge. 

 

     92. Petitioner failed to present a prima facie case of 

handicap discrimination  because  she  failed to  show she was 

replaced by a non-handicapped employee or that other evidence 

indicates Respondent discharged her due to her alleged handicap. 

 

     93. In addition, Respondent, Double Envelope  showed by 

substantial,   competent  evidence  that  it  had  legitimate, 

nondiscriminatory reasons to terminate Petitioner.  Although the 

incident on July 12, 1989, was small, it was the culmination of a 

work history in which Petitioner had repeatedly left work or did 

not attend when she was denied time off. 

 

     94. Petitioner has failed to show by a preponderance of 

the evidence that Respondent's articulated business reasons are a 

pretext for discrimination (i.e. Petitioner has failed to show 

that Respondent was motivated by a discriminatory intent to 



terminate her). 

 

                            RECOMMENDATION 

 

     Having considered the foregoing Findings of Fact and 

Conclusions of Law, the evidence contained in the record and the 

demeanor and credibility of the witnesses, it is 

 

     RECOMMENDED  Petitioner's  Petition  of  Relief  from 

Unlawful Employment Practice should be dismissed. 

 

     DONE AND ENTERED in Tallahassee, Leon County, Florida, 

this __26th__ day of February 1992. 

 

 

                              _________________________  

                              STEPHEN F. DEAN  

                              Hearing Officer 

                              Division of Administrative Hearings 

                              The DeSoto Building 

                              1230 Apalachee Parkway 

                              Tallahassee, Florida 32399-1550 

                              (904) 488-9675 

 

                              Filed with the Clerk of the 

                              Division of Administrative Hearings 

                              this __26th__ day of February 1992. 

 

                             APPENDIX 

 

     The Respondent filed a Proposed Recommended Order which 

contained proposed findings of fact.   These proposed findings 

were read and considered.   The following states which findings 

were adopted, and which were rejected and why: 

 

     Paragraphs 1-16     Adopted. 

     Paragraph 17        Rejected.  Contrary to the most 

                         credible evidence. 

     Paragraph  18-20    Adopted. 

     Paragraph  21       Rejected.  Irrelevant. 

     Paragraph  22-26    Adopted. 

     Paragraph 27        Although true, the warning in 

                         Paragraph 28 is the important 

                         thing. 

     Paragraph  28-40    Adopted. 

     Paragraph  41       Rewritten. 

     Paragraph  42-54    Adopted. 

     Paragraph  55       Facts added to Paragraph 54. 

     Paragraph  56-79    Adopted. 

     Paragraph 80        Rejected.  Contrary to the most 

                         credible evidence. 

     Paragraph 81-84     Adopted. 
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          NOTICE OF RIGHT TO SUBMIT EXCEPTIONS 

 

ALL PARTIES HAVE THE RIGHT TO SUBMIT WRITTEN EXCEPTIONS TO THIS 

RECOMMENDED ORDER.  ALL AGENCIES ALLOW EACH PARTY AT ELAST Q0 DAYS OIN 

WHICH TO SUBMIT WRITTEN EXCEPTIONS.  SOME AGENCIES ALLOW A LARGER PERIOD 

WITHIN WHICH TO SUBMIT WRITTEN ECEPTIONS.  YOU SHOULD CONTACT THE AGENCY 

THAT WILL ISSUE THE FINAL ORDER IN THIS CASE CONCERNING AGENCY RULES ON 

THE DEADLILNE FOR FILING EXCEPTIONS TO THIS RECOMMENDED ORDER.  ANY 

EXCEPTIONS TO THIS RECOMMENDED ORDER SHOULD BE FILED WITH THE AGENCY THAT 

WILL ISSUE THE FINAL ORDER IN THIS CASE. 
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                            STATE OF FLORIDA
                  DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS

KELVIN GROOVER,                  )
                                 )
          Petitioner,            )
                                 )
vs.                              )   CASE NO. 91-5276
                                 )
JEFFERSON COUNTY BOARD OF COUNTY )
COMMISSIONERS; PUBLIC LIBRARY,   )
                                 )
           Respondent.           )
_________________________________)_

                         RECOMMENDED ORDER

     A hearing was held pursuant to notice on February 4,
1992, in Tallahassee, Florida, by Stephen F. Dean, assigned
Hearing Officer of the Division of Administrative Hearings, in
the above-styled case.

                           APPEARANCES

     For Petitioner:  Kelvin Groover, pro se
                      DC #569040, "L" Dorm
                      Brevard Correctional Institution
                      Post Office Box 340
                      Sharpes, Florida  32959-0340

     For Respondent:  T. Buckingham Bird, Esquire
                      Post Office Box 247
                      Monticello, Florida  32344

                      STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES

     Whether the Respondent discriminated against the
Petitioner on the basis of his race or sex when it did not hire
him for a position at Respondent's library contrary to the Human
Rights Act of 1977.

                       PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

     Petitioner, while employed in a temporary position at the Jefferson County
Library, applied for the position of Technical Specialist.  Petitioner, a black
male, was denied employment.  The Respondent hired a white female  to fill the
position for which the Petitioner had applied.  The Petitioner filed a complaint
with the Florida Commission on Human Relations (FCHR) alleging discrimination in
hiring on the basis of race and sex.

     The FCHR investigated the allegations and made an unfavorable
determination.  The FCHR advised the Petitioner of its findings and
determination, and advised Petitioner of his right to a formal hearing on the
matter.  The Petitioner timely requested a formal hearing, and the FCHR referred
the case to the Division of Administrative Hearings.



     After filing the complaint, the Petitioner was convicted for felony and
sentenced to the Florida Department of Corrections.  Because of his
imprisonment, the hearing was continued until after his release.   The hearing
was held on February 4, 1992.  The Respondent was given the opportunity to, and
did, supplement the record by filing evidence of unemployment funds paid to the
Petitioner after he left his temporary position in September of 1990.  The
Respondent filed a proposed order which was read and considered.  Appendix A
states which findings were accepted and which were rejected and why.

                      FINDINGS OF FACT

     1.  The Petitioner, a black male, was by Respondent hired in a temporary,
part-time position from February 16, 1990, until September 30, 1990.  The
Petitioner worker 20 hours per week, and his duties were to enter data on
library books into a computer utilizing cataloging software programs.  In
addition, he was required to maintain computer backup data, type or call in
book orders, reshelve books, and perform general building
maintenance as necessary.

     2.  The Petitioner's employment with the Jefferson
County Public Library was funded through a State aid to libraries
grant.

     3.  A new position, Technical Specialist, was created
beginning in the new fiscal year which started in October of
1990.  The Petitioner filed an application for this position.
The Petitioner was advised of this new job position at a staff
meeting and a notice of the opening of the new position was
posted on the library bulletin boards.

     4.  The Petitioner alleges that Cheryl Turner, the Library Administrator,
predetermined that she would hire a white female, Cynthia Anglin, for the
position of Technical Specialist; that he was required to perform maintenance
duties; and that he was not hired for the new position because he was a black
male.

     5.  The Respondent called Cheryl Turner who testified regarding the
Petitioner's job performance and the matters which
she considered prior to hiring Cynthia Anglin.  Concerning the
Petitioner's job performance, Petitioner was late for work; came
to work obviously "hung over;" did not input an adequate number
of records into the computer; and was unable to perform general
library duties assigned to him.

     6.  The new job position, Technical Specialist, involved original
cataloging of books and performing other library oriented duties.  These
included shelving books, handling the circulation desk, answering reference
questions, and filing
cards.

     7.  Cynthia Anglin had previously been employed by the
Jefferson County Library, and had shown excellent job skills and
abilities while in that position.  Subsequently, Cynthia Anglin
was employed by the Leon County Library where she obtained
additional skills and experience.



     8.  Another job position which came open in October of
1990, was that of Associate Librarian, a position which required
a Masters Degree in library and information studies.  The
Petitioner did not apply for this position and did not possess
the skills or training to qualify for it.

     9.  The Petitioner was unemployed from October 1, 1990, until his
incarceration in June of 1991.  During that period of time, he received $356.27
of unemployment benefits paid to him by the Jefferson County Commission.

     10.  The Petitioner raised several additional issues which he alleged
indicated racial bias on the part of the Respondent.  These included no written
job performance evaluation, performance of maintenance duties around the
library, and not being sent to job enhancing courses.  There was no requirement
for written evaluation of the temporary position held by the Petitioner.  All
members of the small library staff were required to perform some maintenance
activities as part of their assigned duties.  No money was contained within the
grant under which the Petitioner was hired to provide additional training or
education.  None of these allegations indicated racial or sexual bias.

                      CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

     11.  The Division of Administrative Hearings has
jurisdiction over the parties and the subject matter, and this
Recommended Order is entered pursuant to Section 120.57, Florida
Statutes.

     12.  The Petitioner alleges he was discriminated against
because of his race and sex by the Jefferson County Board of County
Commissioners contrary to the Civil Rights Act of 1977,
Section 760.10, Florida Statutes.  The Petitioner showed at
hearing that he was a black male, and that the Jefferson County
Board of County Commissioners through the Jefferson County Public
Library was an employer within the meaning of the statute.  The
Petitioner showed that he applied for a job with the Respondent,
and that the Respondent hired a white female to fill the
position.

     13.  The Petitioner established a prima facie showing
of a violation of the Human Rights Act of 1977; however, the
Respondent has articulated and proven a legitimate,
non-discriminatory reason for not hiring the Petitioner in the
position for which he applied.  The Respondent showed that the
Petitioner's prior job performance was unsatisfactory, and that
he lacked the skills and training necessary to perform the library oriented
technical duties of the Technical Specialist. Further, the Respondent
demonstrated that the Petitioner during his employment had shown no interest in
acquiring those skills
which were necessary to perform the duties of the Technical
Specialist.

     14.  The individual hired by the Petitioner had been a
prior employee of the Respondent, had demonstrated satisfactory
job performance while employed by the Respondent, and had
acquired additional experience in technical library related work
subsequent to her employment which enhanced her desirability as
an employee in the position of Technical Specialist.



     15.  The Respondent proved that it had a legitimate job
related basis for hiring someone other than the Petitioner.
Petitioner did not prove that the Respondent's action was
pretextual.  The Petitioner's employment history and the other
person's qualifications were the reason he was not employed.

                         RECOMMENDATION

     Based upon the foregoing Findings of Fact and
Conclusions of Law, it is RECOMMENDED that the Florida Commission
on Human Relations issue a Final Order dismissing the petition of
Kelvin Groover.

     DONE AND ENTERED this __26__ day of February, 1992, in
Tallahassee, Leon County, Florida.

                         _________________________
                         STEPHEN F. DEAN
                         Hearing Officer
                         Division of Administrative Hearings
                         The DeSoto Building
                         1230 Apalachee Parkway
                         Tallahassee, FL  32399-1550
                         (904) 488-9675

                         Filed with the Clerk of the
                         Division of Administrative Hearings
                         this __26__ day of February, 1992.

                             APPENDIX

    The Respondent filed a Proposed Recommended Order which contained proposed
findings which were read and considered.  The following states which of those
findings were adopted and which
were rejected and why:

Paragraphs  1-3     Adopted.
Paragraphs  4-5     Summarized in Paragraph  10.
Paragraph   6       Irrelevant.
Paragraphs  7       Summarized in Paragraph  10.
Paragraph   8       Irrelevant.
Paragraph   9       Adopted.
Paragraph   10      Irrelevant.
Paragraph   11      Summarized in Paragraph  10.
Paragraph   12      Irrelevant.
Paragraphs  13-14   Adopted.
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                 NOTICE OF RIGHT TO SUBMIT EXCEPTIONS

All parties have the right to submit written exceptions to this Recommended
Order.  All agencies allow each party at least 10 days in which to submit
written exceptions.  Some agencies allow a larger period within which to submit
written exceptions.  You should contact the agency that will issue the final
order in this case concerning agency rules on the deadline for filing exceptions
to this Recommended Order.  Any exceptions to this Recommended Order should be
filed with the agency that will issue the final order in this case.
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